Intelligences indicating temperament
Magician/Clarifier +IQ = (Intellectual) Driven to know the other. How aware am I of concepts, ideas, constructs, objectivity
(Kegan), maths, logic, reason (Piaget), spatial (Gardner), rationality, verbal, memory (Wechsler) financial, language
(Vygotsky/Chomsky) and ability to think about the world and orally define what it is?
Lover/Unifier -EQ = (Emotional) Driven to know thyself. How aware am I of my full range of emotions (Goleman) as a state
and/or trait, namely my origins of Fear (Watson/Plutchik/Ekman), Anger (Freud), Shame (Kaufman/Brown) and Grief
(Bowlby/Kubler-Ross) and capacity for affect regulation (Winnicott/Kohut/Bion/Fonagy), vulnerability, intimacy, compassion,
empathy (Brown/Gottman) and turning positive states into lasting traits?
King/Stabilizer -PQ = (Physical) Driven to master the self. How aware am I of my 5 senses, body, kinaesthesia ( Gardner),
my instincts (James/Darwin/Hebb), energy levels (Siegel/Shainberg), naturalistic (Gardner), cultural environment
(Vygotsky/Mead/Gebser /Wilber/Elgin), historical, structures of love (Hellinger) and clear awareness of my corporeal needs
(Maslow)?
Warrior/Activator +LQ = (Libidinal) Driven to create with others. With social, sexual, & libidinal impulse, how aware am I
of what fuels desire (Freud/Kant/Lacan/Girard), attractions (Housen), drive to socially connect (Perry/Selman), drive for sex
(Perel/Freud), eroticism (Fortune), romance (Fisher) creative potential (Sternberg/Wallas), our collective group mind
intelligence (Levy/Kerckhove) and discovery of healthy power?
All of the above equates to Spiritual Intelligence, and further includes;
SQ = (Spiritual) Driven by harmony. How aware am I of my true identity (Loevinger/Cook-Greuter/Gilligan), gender (Wilber),
intrapersonal inner life (Aurobindo/Underhill/Avila/Buddha/Wilber), faith (James/Fowler) morals (Kohlberg), values
(Graves/Beck) and unveiling paradox/existentialism (Frankl/Gardner)? What is my view of something greater and more
inclusive from my unique temperament & intelligence psychograph (Wilber)? What is of ultimate concern for our future
trajectory together? how should I/we act/not act? and how are we all connected (Wigglesworth)? Of all the arts, I have
added musical intelligence (Inayat Khan/Steiner) as a spiritual intelligence due to its vibratory nature (music of the spheres);
the tone, timbre, rhythm, melody, pitch, sensitivity, creation, recognition, reflection, mathematical and emotional
expression which, like SQ, requires the combination of all lines of intelligence.
So, we notice that all intelligence lines of development (I’m sure I have missed some of them) are covered in the 4 major
lines and the 1 overarching spiritual line. This leads to the 4 major lines of intelligence becoming the 4 personality types,
PQ = Stabilizer EQ = Unifier, LQ = Activator and IQ = Clarifier and SQ = the all-encompassing Centred Self. In essence, we
have collapsed lines of intelligence with personality types to highlight an individual’s awareness levels on a 4-tiered
developmental psychograph. The closer we get to tier-4, the greater the view. The more we develop in one colour, the
more the other colours want to catch up in search of wholeness. Here’s an example.
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